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Introduction 
Let R be a commutative integral domain with identity and quotient field K. Since 
Pit is a functor, the inclusion R+R[X] induces a split monomorphism ly : Pit(R)+ 
Pic(R[X]) of Picard groups. Thus it is of particular interest to known when VI is 
actually an isomorphism. Based on earlier work of Traverso [17], Gilmer and 
Heitmann [lo] have shown that w is an isomorphism if and only if R is seminormal 
(R is seminormal if whenever x2, x3 E R for XE K, then XE R). 
Let R=R&R,@-.- be a graded integral domain with integral closure R = 
Be@?*@.**. In this note we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
inclusion R. -+R to induce an isomorphism @ : Pic(RO)dPic(R). We define R to be 
almost seminormal if whenever x2, x3 E R for homogeneous XE i? with degx>O, 
then XE R. Then @ is an isomorphism if and only if R is almost seminormal. Note 
that R[X] is almost seminormal if and only if R is seminormal. We also discuss 
several examples of almost seminormal rings. 
These results do not generalize to Z-graded integral domains R = Bnsh R,. In 
fact, @ : Pic(Re)+Pic(R) may fail to be injective or surjective. We give examples to 
show that ker @ is essentially arbitrary. 
For a more detailed account of the problem of when Pic(R)=Pic(R[X]) or 
Pic(RO) =Pic(R), and several other references on seminormal rings, we refer the 
reader to (41 and [ 161. 
1. Seminormal graded domains 
In [17], Traverso defined a ring R to be seminormal if R = {XE R (x/l E Rp+ J(Rp) 
for all PE spec(R)), where R is the integral closure of R and J(Rp) is the Jacobson 
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radical of Rp. We will use the more convenient characterization that R is semi- 
normal if and only if whenever x2, x3 E R for x E R, then XE R [8, Theorem I]. 
In [16], Swan defined a ring R to be seminormal if it is reduced and whenever 
b,cE R satisfy b3=c 2, there is an aE R with a2= b and a3=c. While these two 
definitions of seminormality are not equivalent, they do agree whenever the total 
quotient ring of R is a product of fields. Swan then proved that Pit(R) = Pic(R[X]) 
if and only if Rred is seminormal. 
Let R = R& RI @ --. be a graded integral domain and S the multiplicatively closed 
set of nonzero homogeneous elements of R. Then S- ‘R = @,, E (S- ‘R), is a graded 
integral domain with (S- ‘R), = {a/b IO f b, a homogeneous with deg a - deg b = n) 
[7, p. 781. The integral closure R of R is then a graded subring R =&&RI @-a. of 
S-‘R [7, p. 3221. In [4, Theorem 21, it was shown that to determine if a graded 
integral domain is seminormal, we need only check homogeneous elements; that is, 
R is seminormal if and only if for each homogeneous x E R, if x2, x3 E R, then x E R. 
Equivalently, R is seminormal if and only if whenever homogeneous b, c E R satisfy 
b3 = c2, there is an (necessarily homogeneous) a E R with a2 = b and a3 = c. 
Also in [4, Theorem 31, it was shown that R = Ro@Rl @ ..’ is seminormal if and 
only if R0 is seminormal and @ : Pic(Re)*Pic(R) is an isomorphism. However, an 
example [4, Example 51 was given of a nonseminormal integral domain R for which 
@ : Pic(R+Pic(R) is an isomorphism. These results motivate the following 
definition: 
Definition. A graded integral domain R = R&R1 GJ.+. with integral closure 
R = R&R, @ ..- is almost seminormal if whenever x2, x3 E R for homogeneous x E R 
with degx>O, then XE R. 
Again, Swan’s definition of seminormality motivates an equivalent internal 
definition of almost seminormality. A graded integral domain R = R&R, @a.. is 
almost seminormal if and only if whenever homogeneous 6, c E R of positive degree 
satisfy b3 = c2, there is an (necessarily homogeneous of positive degree) a E R with 
a2=b and a3=c. 
It is clear that R is seminormal if and only if R is almost seminormal and R0 is 
seminormal. Also, R[X] is seminormal if and only if R[X] is almost seminormal 
(this is a special case of Proposition 2). Since R[X] is seminormal if and only if R is 
seminormal [8, Theorem 11, we need only show that if R[X] is almost seminormal, 
then R is seminormal. Let r2, r3 E R. Then (rX)2, (rX)3 E R[X], and hence rXE R[X] 
since R[X] is almost seminormal. Thus rE R, and hence R is seminormal if R[X] is 
almost seminormal. 
Our next theorem generalizes the result of Gilmer and Heitmann [lo, Theorem 
1.61 on polynomial rings to graded integral domains. 
Theorem 1. Let R=RO@R1@*.. be a graded integral domain. Then the natural 
map @ : Pic(RO)+Pic(R) is an isomorphism if and only if R is almost seminormaL 
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Proof. The proof of (2)*(l) of [4, Theorem 31 shows that R is almost seminormal 
whenever @ is surjective. Conversely, suppose that R is almost seminormal. Let Q be 
the quotient field of R. and define Rh = {XE Q 1 XRi 5 Ri for i = I, 2, . . . ). Clearly Rb is 
an overring of Ro. Also R,j is seminormal. For suppose x2, x3 E R,j. Let TE Ri with 
i> 0. Then (xr)* E Rzi and (~r)~ ER3;, so xr E Rj since R is almost seminormal. Thus 
R’=Rb@R,@... is seminormal since we need only check homogeneous elements [4, 
Theorem 21. We then have the following Cartesian square of integral domains: 
R -R’ 
&I - R’ 0 
By applying the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for (CJ, Pit), and noting that U(Ro) = U(R) 
and CJ(R,$) = U(R’), where U(R) denotes the group of units of R, we obtain the 
following exact sequence [5, p. 4821: 
O+Pic(R)+Pic(R’)@Pic(Re)-+Pic(R,$. 
Since R’ is seminormal, Pic(R’)+Pic(Rb) is an isomorphism (4, Theorem 31. But 
thus Pic(R)-+Pic(RJ must be injective. Hence @: Pic(Ro)+Pic(R) is an 
isomorphism. Cl 
Remark. An alternate proof of Theorem 1 would be to note that R. contains either 
i2 or a field, call this subring k. Then k@R, @R2@ *.. is seminormal. A similar 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence argument shows that @: Pic(R,,)+Pic(R) is an 
isomorphism. 
Note that our proof of Theorem 1 shows that any almost seminormal integral 
domain has the following form. Let R =Ro@RI@ ..a be a seminormal integral 
domain. If Ri, is any subring of Ro, then R’=R,$@R, @3... is almost seminormal. 
Example. Let k be a field and R = k[X, Y] with deg X= 0 and deg Y= 1. Then 
R=R,@R,@... with R. = k[X]. Clearly R is seminormal and for any subring Ri, of 
Ro, R’=R@R,@... is almost seminormal. For example, if we choose Rb= 
k[X2,X3], then R’=k[X*, X3,XY, Y] is almost seminormal, but not seminormal. 
This is the example of [4, Example 51 of a graded integral domain such that 
4 : Pic(RO)+Pic(R) is an isomorphism, but R is not seminormal. 
IfweletR~=k[X*],thenR’=R~@R,@..+ = k[X’, XY, Y] is seminormal, but not 
integrally closed. Since R’ is seminormal, Pic(R’) = Pic(k[X*])=O. In fact, all 
finitely generated projective R’-modules are actually free [3, Example 5.21. 
If we let R;, =k, then R’=k[XY,X2Y,X3Y, . . . , Y] is seminormal, but not 
noetherian. Again, it may be shown that all finitely generated projective R’-modules 
are free. 
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As another example, we determine when the Rees ring is almost seminormal. 
Given an integral domain R with quotient field K and fractional ideal Z, the Rees 
ring is the graded integral domain R(Z)=R@Z@Z2@.-- =R[Zf]. Thus R(Z) is a 
graded subring of K[t] with R(Z)o=R. It is clear that R(Z) is almost seminormal if 
and only if whenever x2 E Z2”, x3 E Z3” (n 2 l), then XE I. For nice ideals Z, we can 
relate almost seminormality of R(Z) to seminormality of R. 
Proposition 2. Let R be an integral domain and Z an invertible ideal of R. Then the 
following statements are equivalent. 
(1) R is seminormal. 
(2) R(Z) is seminormal. 
(3) R(Z) is almost seminormal. 
Proof. (1) = (2). Suppose that x2 c Z2” and x3 E Z3*. Let y E I-“, then (xY)~, (XJJ)~ ER, 
so xy E R since R is seminormal. Thus xl-” s; R, or XE I”. 
(2) e (3) is obvious. 
(3) * (1). Suppose that r2, r3 E R. For i E Z, (ri)2 E I2 and (ri)’ E Z3, so ri E Z because 
R(Z) is almost seminormal. Thus rZc Z, so r~ R. Hence R is seminormal. Cl 
Remark. For (l)=(2) we really need only assume that each I” is divisorial. While 
for (3)=>(l), we only need that (Z:KZ)=R. 
However, if Z is not an invertible ideal, then R(Z) may be almost seminormal without 
R being seminormal. Our earlier example, A = Zc[X2,X3,XY, Y] of [4, Example 51 is 
almost seminormal, but Ao=k[X2,X3] is not seminormal. However, A is the Rees 
ring R(Z) for R = k[X2,X3] and Z= (1,X). 
We close this section with some remarks on some results of Rush in [14] and [15]. 
We first note several of his results involve Pic(R(X)), where R(X)=W’R[X] for 
N= {f~ R[X] (c(f) = R}. However Pic(R(X)) is always zero [l]. Thus, for example, 
we may slightly modify one of Rush’s results [15, Corollary 41 to obtain a 
characterization of seminormal integral domains with trivial Picard group. 
Proposition 3. Let R be an integral domain. The following statements are 
equivalent. 
(1) Pit(R) =0 and R is seminormal. 
(2) Pic(R[X]) = 0. 
(3) Let Z be an ideal of R[X]. Zf R[X]/Z is R-flat, then Z is principal. 
Proof. (1) - (2) is obvious. (1) =) (3) follows as in [ 15, Corollary 41. If (3) holds, then 
Pic(R[X]) 1 Pic(R(X)) is injective [14, p. 3081. But since Pic(R(X)) is always 
zero, thus also Pic(R[X]) = 0, so (2) holds. 0 
2. Z-graded integral domains 
We next investigate when Q, : Pic(Re)+Pic(R) is an isomorphism for R = anaz R, 
a Z-graded integral domain. We first consider the Laurent ring R[X,X- ‘1. Again, 
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since Pit is a functor, the natural map w: Pic(R)+Pic(R[X,X-‘1) induced by the 
inclusion R+R[X,X-‘) is a split monomorphism. If w is surjective, then Pie(R)+ 
Pic(R[X]) is an isomorphism [6, Corollary 6.41, and hence R is seminormal. 
However, using some results of Pedrini [ 12, p. 961 it is not hard to construct a semi- 
normal integral domain R such that w is not surjective. More positively, if R is a 
Krull domain, then w is an isomorphism because the map Cl(R)-*Cl(R[X,X-‘1) 
between divisor class groups is an isomorphism. The problem of when w is an 
isomorphism has also been studied in [6] and [l I]. 
The proof that a graded integral domain is seminormal if and only if it is 
homogeneously seminormal [4, Theorem 2) is also valid for H-graded integral 
domains. In the obvious way, we may also extend the definition of almost semi- 
normality to Z-graded integral domains. The proof of (4, Theorem 31 also shows 
that if @ : Pic(Re)dPic(R) is surjective, then R is almost seminormal. 
However, for H-graded integral domains, 4 need not be injective. We next show 
that ker @ may be essentially arbitrary. 
Let R be an integral domain with quotient field K and Z an invertible ideal of R. 
We define the Laurent Rees ring L(Z)=@,,,z Z”=R[Zf,Z-‘t-j]. Thus L(Z) is a 
graded subring of K[t, C-‘1 with L(Z)o=R. Just as for the Rees ring R(Z), L(Z) is 
almost seminormal if and only if x2eZ2”, x3e Z3” (n#O) implies XE I”. As in 
Proposition 2, since Z is invertible, L(Z) is almost seminormal (equivalently semi- 
normal) if and only if R is seminormal. The kernel of @ : Pic(R)-*Pic(L(Z)) is easy to 
describe. We will denote the image of an invertible ideal Z in Pit(R) by [I]. 
Proposition 4. Let R be an integral domain and I an invertible ideal of R. Then the 
kernel of @ : Pit(R) -+ Pic(L(Z)) is generated b_v [I]. 
Proof. Let A = L(Z). For an integral invertible ideal J of R, if JA is principal, then 
necessarily JA = at”A for some a6Z” since JA is a homogeneous ideal. Thus to 
prove the proposition it suffices to show that JA =at”A (aEZ”) if and only if 
Jr”= aR. So suppose that JA = aPA. Then at”= j,a, t”+ .-- + jkakt” for some ji E J 
and a; E Z”. Thus aR s; JZ”. Let j E J. Then j = (at”)(bt-“) for some b E I-“. Thus 
j = ab, so jZ” c abf” G aR. Hence JZ” G aR, so JZ “= aR. Conversely, suppose that 
Jr”= aR. Then a = j,a, + ---+j,a, for jio J and aiEZ”. Hence at”=j,(alt”)+ e-e+ 
jk(akt”) E JA, so at”A c JA. Also Jc_ al-“, so j= ab for some b E I-“. But then 
j= (at”)(bt-“) E aPA. Thus also JA 5 at”A, and hence JA = aPA. 0 
This construction may be generalized. For any subgroup H of Pit(R) generated 
by I[Zal]aen wemaydefineL({Z,))=R[{Z,t,,Z~‘t~’)]. ThenL({Z,}) is a @acniZ,- 
graded integral domain with L((Z,}),=R. Also L({Z,}) is (almost) seminormal if 
and only if R is seminormal. By an argument similar to that of Proposition 4, it may 
be shown that H= ker(Pic(R)-+Pic(L({Z,))). In a similar fashion, by using 
Claborn’s theorem that any abelian group is the divisor class group of some 
Dedekind domain [9, p. 671, we can show that given any abelian group G with 
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subgroup H, then there is a graded seminormal integral domain R = @R, so that 
Pic(RJ = G and ker(Pic(Re)-Pit(R)) = H. 
In some cases it may be shown that @: Pic(R)+Pic(L(I)) is surjective by using 
Krull domain techniques. For example, suppose that R is a Dedekind domain. Then 
L(I) is noetherian since I is finitely generated. Also L(I) is integrally closed and 
hence a Krull domain. To show that f.(I) is integrally closed, it is enough to check 
homogeneous elements of K[t, t-l]. But at” is integral over L(I) if and only if a is 
integral over I”. But each ideal of a Dedekind domain is (complete) integrally closed 
because ach ideal is an intersection of valuation ideals (see [IS, Appendices 3 and 41 
for relevant definitions). Hence a E I”, so L(I) is integrally closed. (In [13], 
Ribenboim determined when the Rees ring R(Z) is integrally closed.) Since L(I) is a 
graded domain, Cl&(Z)) is generated by the classes of the homogeneous height-one 
prime ideals of f.(I) [9, p. 42; 2, Theorem 4.21. Let P be a homogeneous height-one 
prime ideal of L(I). Then PO= PflR is a nonzero invertible prime ideal of R. But 
then it is easy to check that P,&(I) is a prime ideal of L(f), and hence P= P&Z). 
Thus @ : Pic(R)+Cl(L(I)) is surjective and Cl@(I)) = Pic(L(f)). In a similar manner, 
it may be shown that $J: Pic(R)+Pic(L({It, . . . , I,})) is surjective for any finite set 
{II,..., I,} of invertible ideals. Thus by taking direct limits, if R is a Dedekind 
domain then, Q, : Pic(R)*Pic(L({I,)) is surjective for any family {I=) of invertible 
ideals of R. 
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